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Recently, Wolf has shown that the phase measurement associated with fields that are not
monochromatic, which is relevant for all x-ray structure investigations, must be properly defined via
a cross-spectral density function under full spatial coherence conditions; otherwise, the problem
is meaningless and has no solution �E. Wolf, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 075501 �2009��. We propose an
experimental realization for retrieving the phase across the entire field of an image. The
demonstration is performed using broadband optical fields, but can be extended to other
electromagnetic radiation, including x-rays. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3304787�

In solving the inverse scattering problem using x-rays
�or other electromagnetic radiation�, the phase of the scat-
tered field is of essence, as it reports on the structure function
of the object,

S�q� = �
j

eq·rj , �1�

where q is the wave vector, and rj is the position vector of
the jth scatterer, or atom in the case of x-rays scattering from
crystals. Thus, measurements of irradiance loose this struc-
tural information. Very recently, it has been shown that, if a
nonmonochromatic field is spatially coherent, the phase in-
formation is that of an effective monochromatic field oscil-
lating at the average frequency.1

Here, we propose a general experimental approach for
retrieving the phase information over the entire image ob-
tained with a broadband field. In optics, quantitative phase
imaging has become a dynamic field, especially due to its
potential for nanoscale cell and tissue imaging.2 Note that
knowledge of the phase in the image plane as defined by an
imaging system, allows reconstructing the field in the far
field zone with very high accuracy.3 Our experimental dem-
onstration, which follows the theoretical solution proposed
by Wolf,1 was performed with optical fields, but the scheme
is generally applicable to other electromagnetic fields, in-
cluding x-rays.

The principle relies on the spatial decomposition of a
statistically homogeneous field U into its spatial average
�i.e., unscattered� and a spatially varying �scattered� compo-
nent

U�r;�� = U0��� + U1�r;�� = �U0����ei�0���

+ �U1�r;���ei�1�r;��, �2�

where r= �x ,y�. Here the field is assumed to be fully spatially
coherent.

Using the spatial Fourier representation Ũ�q ;�� of U, it
becomes apparent that the average field U0 is proportional to

the dc component Ũ�0 ;��, whereas U1 describes the nonzero

frequency content of U. Thus, the image field U can be re-
garded as the interference between its spatial average and its
spatially-varying component. The description of an arbitrary
image as an interference phenomenon has been recognized
more than a century ago by Abbe in the context of micros-
copy as follows: “the microscope image is the interference
effect of a diffraction phenomenon.”4 Further, describing an
image as an �complicated� interferogram set the basis for
Gabor’s5 development of holography. The cross-spectral
density can be written as

W01�r;�� = �U0��� · U1
��r;��� , �3�

where the angular brackets denote ensemble average and �

stands for complex conjugation. If �0 is the mean frequency
of the power spectrum S���= ��U0����2�, W has the factorized
form

W01�r;� − �0� = �W01�r;� − �0��ei����r;�−�0��. �4�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� The autocorrelation function �. The four dots
indicate the phase shifts produced by PM. The refractive index of the me-
dium is 1.33. �b� Experimental setup: S specimen, FL Fourier lenses, PM
phase modulator, IP image plane. The transmission functions for the unscat-
tered field �tk� and scattered field �t� are indicated.
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It follows that the temporal cross-correlation function is
obtained by Fourier transforming Eq. �4�,6

�01�r;�� = ��01�r;��� · ei��0�+���r;���, �5�

with ���r�=�0−�1�r� the spatially varying phase difference
of the cross-correlation function. Equation �4� indicates that,
for spatially coherent illumination, the spatially varying
phase of the cross-correlation function can be retrieved
through measurements at various time delay �. This phase
information is equivalent to that of a purely monochromatic
light at frequency �0. Using Eq. �5�, one obtains the follow-
ing irradiance distribution in the plane of interest as a func-
tion of the time delay �:

I�r;�� = I0 + I1�r� + 2��01�r;���cos��0� + ���r�� . �6�

When one varies the delay � between U0 and U1, interference
is obtained simultaneously at each point of the image. The
average U0 is constant over the entire plane and can be re-
garded as the common reference field of an array of interfer-
ometers. In addition, U0 and U1 traverse similar optical
paths. Thus, the influence of inherent phase noise due to
vibration or air fluctuations is inherently minimized, allow-
ing for a precise retrieval of ��.

For modifications of the time delay around �=0 that are
comparable to the optical period, ��� can be assumed to vary
slowly at each point. Thus, using Eq. �6�, the spatially vary-
ing phase of � can be reconstructed as

���r� = arg	 I�r;�3� − I�r;�1�
I�r;�0� − I�r;�2�
 , �7�

where �k is given by �0�k=k� /2, k=0,1 ,2 ,3. If we define
��r�= �U1�r�� / �U0�, then the phase associated with the image
field U=U0+U1 can be determined as

��r� = arg� ��r�sin����r��
1 + ��r�cos����r��� . �8�

Equation �8� shows how the quantitative phase image is re-
trieved via four successive intensity images measured for
each phase shift.

In our experiment, we used a broadband, spatially coher-
ent field. Figure 1�a� shows the autocorrelation function of
the field, ��c��, with c the speed of light, which was inferred

by taking the Fourier transform of a measured spectrum.
Note that the sinusoid indicates the equivalent monochro-
matic wave associated with this spatially coherent field. Lens
FL generates the spatial Fourier transform of the field at its
back focal plane, where the phase modulator PM �a liquid
crystal modulator in our case� shifts the phase of the unscat-
tered light in increments of � /2. Fourier lens FL2 generates
the resulting image at the image plane IP. In our experiments,
the experimental setup was implemented via a phase contrast
microscope, which allows for high resolution images,
0.35 �m transverse resolution using a 0.75 numerical ap-
erture objective. The illumination field was the white light
produced by a halogen lamp, which is typically used in phase
contrast microscopes.

Four images associated with the individual phase shifts
were recorded and combined as described in Eqs. �7� and �8�
to obtain a quantitative phase image. Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of such an image and demonstrates the principle of
phase retrieval using broadband fields. Polystyrene beads of
1 �m in diameter immersed in water were imaged by our
system. The quantitative phase map is shown in Fig. 2�a� and
the histogram of phase shifts in Fig. 2�b�. The maximum
phase shift through the beads �n=1.59� with respect to sur-
rounding medium �water, nw=1.33� is expected to be 	�
= �2� /
0��nd, with 
0=�0 /c, �n=n−nw, and d=1 �m.
Thus, the measured value of 3.08 compares very well with
the expected 	�=3.07�0.15, where the error is due to the
size distribution provided by the manufacturer.

In summary, we developed an experimental approach to
retrieve quantitative phase images with broadband fields,
which can be applied in principle to all electromagnetic ra-
diation. In the x-ray field, recent efforts have lead to gener-
ating spatially coherent fields.7,8 Implementing an efficient
method for generating Fourier transforms and phase shifting
is more challenging than in the optical regime,9 but perhaps
achievable in the near future.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Quantitative phase image of 1 �m diameter polystyrene beads. Color bar indicates phase in radians. �b� Histogram of the selected
area of �a�. The average phase shift through beads is shown. Fig. 1 is single column; Fig. 2 is double column.
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